ABOUT ME

My name is Darragh, I am a final year Bsc Economics
and sociology student and I want to be your next UCD
students union education officer. I believe by working
with UCD student services I can bring out the best in
what UCD services have to offer. Education is the
foundation that university life exists on and I want to
make it easier to navigate, access and utilise for all
students.
My experience
Volunteer teaching leadership and stem 2015-now.
Class representative-Sociology 1st and 2nd year.
Auditor of Philosophy society .
UCDSU Disability campaign coordinator.
Enactus(social enterprise) project leader .
My interests
I am a big fan of sports in particular Soccer ,Gaelic
football ,hurling and Rugby.
I love animals, especially my dog Sasha.
For relaxing I like to cook, bake, listen to music and
play video games.
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MANIFESTO

As SU Education Officer, I want to
make UCD put students first . Have a
look at my manifesto points and feel
free to email me with any questions
via darragh.kaneotoole@ucd.ie or
Darragh_4_education on Facebook
and Instagram.

EDUCATION ESSENTIALS
Create a UCD education handbook
that covers in one easy to use guide
all the most common and important
educational information for a UCD
student.
Run an event series on the main
topics of the handbook to allow
student's to ask questions and inform
the continued development of the
handbook as a resource.

CAREERS EVENTS

Work with the careers network to offer more
information and events on a wider range of
careers.
Run skills training sessions with guest experts
to help train students and give insight into
the skills needed to thrive.
Bring back jobs week with headshots and
more.

TEACHING & LEARNING

Lobby the university to expand the availability of lecture
recordings. The technology and investment has happened
and it shouldn't be let go to waste.

EXPENSES
Lobby for a reduction in module related expenses such as
resits, repeats and appeals.
Work to ensure all educational requirements for modules
are accessible to students including books, E-learning
materials, equipment and fieldwork.

